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Verbs be 2

In the present tense, MSA does not use a verb to mean 'to be'.

For example, 'John talib', means 'John in a student'; literally, 'John student'.

To say 'I am', you use 'ana', which also sinmply means 'I'.

For example, 'Ana talib', means 'I am a student'; literally, 'I student.'

The same is true for the other persons.

Ana Ana talib.
I (am) I am a student.

Anta Anta talib.
You (are) You are a student.

Anti Anti taliba. Note that the female version of 'talib' is 'taliba'.
You (are), when speaking to a female You are a student.

Hua Hua talib.
He (is) He is a student.

Hiya Hiya taliba.
She (is) She is a student.

Nahnu Nahnu tulaab. And the plural - for 'students' - is 'tulaab'.
We (are) We are students

Antum Antum tulaab.
You (are), plural You are students.

Hum Hum tulaab.
They (are) They are students.



In the past and future tenses, a verb is used to express 'I was', and 'I will be'. 3

This verb is known as 'kana'.

Kana looks like this:

past present future

kuntu ana se ekoun
I was I am I will be

So...

Kuntu fi Chicago. Se ekoun fi New York.
I was in Chicago. I will be in New York.



The complete conjugation of these verbs is as follows: 4

past present future

kuntu ana se ekoon
I was I am I will be

kunta anta se tekoon
you were you are you will be

kunti anti se tekooneen
you were (female) you are (f ) you will be (f )

kana hua se yekoon
he was he is he will be

kanat hiya se tekooon
she was she is she will be

kunna nahnu se nekoon
we were we are we will be

kuntum antum se tekoonoon
you were (plural) you are (pl) you will be (pl)

kanu hum se yekoonnon
they were they are they will be

Practice making full sentences by adding fi* Chicago .
in

New York

LA

(etc.)

*fi is pronounced 'fee'



Verbs have 5

The Arabic verb for 'have' is not actually a verb.

It uses the word 'aynd', which is actually a preposition meaning 'at'.

Since it is not really a verb, it does not conjugate the way most verbs do.

To say 'I have' you literally say 'at me' followed by the item that you have. 

At me' is 'ayndi'. By adding the 'ee' sound, you are saying at me.

Ayndi kitaab .
I have a book

In the past tense, the literally translation is 'was at me'. And in the future tense, it is 'will be at me'.



The complete conjugation is as follows: 6

past present future

kana ayndi ayndi se yekoon ayndi
I had I have I will have

kana aynduka aynduka se yekoon aynduka
you had you have you will have

kana aynduki aynduki se yekoon aynduki
you had (f ) you have (f ) you will have (f )

kana aynduhu aynduhu se yekoon aynduhu
he had he has he will have

kana aynduha aynduha se yekoon aynduha
she had she has she will have

kana aynduna aynduna se yekoon aynduna
we had we have we will have

kana ayndukum ayndukum se yekoon ayndukum
you had (pl) you have (pl) you will have (pl)

kana aynduhum aynduhum se yekoon aynduhum
they had they have they will have

Complete the sentence using kitab .
book

bayt
house



Verbs conjugation 7

In the present tense, Arabic verbs conjugate by changing the beginning of the word.

For example:

edrus
I study

tedrus
you study

A few conjugations add to the end too...

tedruseen
you study (f )

tedrusoon
you study (pl)

yedrusoon
they study



The complete present tense conjugation is as follows: 8

edrus
I study

tedrus
you study

tedruseen
you study (f )

yedrus
he studies

tedrus
she studies

nedrus
we study

tedrusoon
you study (pl)

yedrusoon
they study

To form the future tense, you simply add the prefix 'se' in front of the present tense verb.

se-edrus
I will study

se-tedrus
you will study

se-tedruseen
you will study (f )

etc.



To form the continuous past, simply add 'kuntu'. 9

Kuntu edrus.
I was studying, or I used to study

The complete conjugation is as follows:

kuntu edrus
I was studying

kunta tedrous
you were studying

kunti tedruseen
you were studying (f )

kana yedrus
he was studying

kanat tedrus
she was studying

kunna nedrus
we were studying

kuntum tedrusoon
you were studying (pl)

kanu yedrusoon
they were studying



To form the simple past, you conjugate at the end of the word. 10

darastu
I studied

darasta
you studied

darasti
you studied (f )

darasa
he studied

darasat
she studied

darasna
we studied

darastum
you studies (pl)

darasu
they studied



The complete Tense/Aspect Matrix of Arabic looks like this: 11

past present future

simple darastu edrus se-edrus
I studied I study I will study

continuous kuntu edrus edrus se-edrus
I was studying I'm studying I will be studying

Note that present and future simple can also be used as continuous.

There is no perfect aspect, such as 'I have studied, or 'I have been studying'.



Verbs modal verbs 12

Modal verbs in Arabic work like this:

Oheb an edrous .
I like that I study (I like to study.)

Oreed
I want (I want to study.)

Ehtaaj
I need (I need to study.)

Istatee'a
I can (I can study.)

Ohawel
I try (I try to study.)

To conjugate for different persons, you need to conjugate both verbs. For example:

Oheb an edrous .
I like that I study (I like to study.)

Toheb an tedrous
You like that you study (You like to study.)

Yoheb an yedrous
He likes that he studies (He likes to study.)



Note that in the following examples, the second verb loses the final 'n'. 13

Tohebeen an tedrusee .
You (f ) like that you study (You like to study.)

Toheboon an tedrusoo
You (pl) like that you study (You like to study.)

Yoheboon an yedrusoo
They like that they study (They like to study.)

In the past and future tenses, the second verb stays the same. For example,

past present future

Ahbebtu Oheb Se-oheb an edrus .
I liked I like I will like that I study



Verbs forming questions 14

To form a yes/no question, add the word 'hal' before any verb.

For example:

Hal anta fi Chicago ?
Are you in

Hal anti
Are you (f )

Hal tedrous arabi ?
Do you study Arabic

Hal yedrus
Does he study

Same goes for past and future tenses:

past present future

Hal darasta Hal tedrus Hal se-tedrus arabi ?
Did you study Do you study Will you study Arabic

To form open ended questions, replace 'hal' with a question word. For example:

Hal tedrous arabi ?
Do you study Arabic

Ayna
Where (do)

Limadha
Why (do)



Nouns possession 15

In Arabic to refer to John's book, you literally say 'book John', 'kitaab John'.

You can think of it as if it said 'the book of John', without the exra words.

The gramaatical term for this is 'idaafa', which roughly means 'to add' - as in adding a noun to a noun.

For possessive pronouns, you had a suffix after the noun:

kitaab
book

kitaabi
my book

kitaabuka
your book

kitaabuki
your (f ) book 

kitaabuhu
his book

kitaabuha
her book

kitaabuna
our book

kitaabukum
your (pl) book

kitaabuhum
their book



If the noun is ends in the feminine 'a' letter, then the same thing happens but with a 't' sounds before it: 16

sayara
car

sayarati
my car

sayaratuka
your car

sayaratuki
your (f ) car

sayaratuhu
his car

sayaratuha
her car

sayaratukum
your (pl) car

sayaratuhum
their car



Nouns plurals 17

In my opinion, plural nouns are the least predictable thing in the entire language.

Basically you have to learn the singular and plural form of every noun. It's not like you just add 's' like in English.

Here are a few examples:

kitaab kutub
book books

bayt buyut
house houses

kelb kilaab
dog dogs

However when the noun ends in the feminine 'a' sound, the plural is usually formed by changing the 'a' to 'aat'.

sayara sayaraat
car cars



Adjectives singular and plural 18

When describing an inanimate object, such as a house or car (bayt, sayara), the adjective will reflect the gender. For example:

bayt kabeer (a big house)
house big

sayara kabeera (a big car)
car big

Notice that kabeer becomes feminine (kabeera) to describe the feminine word 'car'.

To say 'The house is big', or 'The car is big', you'd say:

Al bayt kabeer .
The house is big

Al sayara kabeera .
The car is big

To refer to 'the big house' or 'the big car', we need to differentiate from saying 'the house/car is big', 
and you do so by adding another 'al' before the adjective.

al bayt al kabeer
the house the big

al sayara al kabeera
the car the big

If it seems like a lot to keep in mind, just practice and learn by example.



If the noun is inanimate and plural, then the adjective is ALWAYS singualar and feminine. 19

This is just a weird rule. But it's kind of cool.

bayt kabeer
big house

buyut kabeera
big houses

sayara kabeera
big car

sayaraat kabeera
big cars



Adjectives comparative and superlative 20

kabeer akbar al akbar
big bigger the biggest

sageer asgar al asgar
small smaller the smallest

jameel ajmal al ajmal
beautiful more beautiful the most beautiful

That's basically how it works.

A few other good comparatives to know are:

akthar
more

ahsan
better

afdal
another way to say better

To say 'better than', you say 'ahsan min', literally 'better from'. For example:

Coke ahsan min Bebsi.
Coke (is) better than Pepsi.



Adverbs very vs. a lot 21

'Jiddan' means very, and is usually put after an adjective. For example:

jayyed
good

jayyed jiddan
very good

Hadha jayyed jiddan .
This (is) very good

'Katheeran' means 'a lot', as in how much or often someone does something.

John yedrus katheeran.
John studies a lot.



Adverbs frequency 22

Frequency adverbs such as 'always', 'sometimes', and 'never' are best at the end of a phrase. For example:

John yedrus da'iman .
John studies always

ahyanan
sometimes

John la yedrus ebadan
John doesn't study never/ever



Adverbs adverbs of time 23

Adverbs of time work well on a timeline, like verbs.

past present future

qabalan alan baadan
earlier now later

ams al yom ghaddan
yesterday today tomorrow

al usbu'a al madi hadha al usbu'a al usbu'a al qadim
last week this week next week

al shaher al madi hadha al shaher al shaher al qadim
last month this month next month

al sena al madya hadhahi al sena al sena al qadima
last year this year next year

It's also worth knowing:

past present future

al marra al madya hadhahi al marra al marra al qadima
last time this time next time

And while we're at it:

lil awel marra
for the first time

marratan okhra
again



Prepositions object pronouns 24

A few high-frequency Arabic prepositions are:

li
for

min
from

ila
to

maa
with



To use say 'for/from/to/with me or you', you use a suffix. It just so happens that these suffixes are the same as the possessive pronoun suffixes. 25

There is a tiny bit of irregularity with' li' and 'ila'.

li mini ilayya maai
for me with me to me with me

layka minka ilayka maaka
for you from you to you with you

layki minki ilayki maaki
for you (f ) from you (f ) to you (f ) with you (f )

lehu minhu ilayhi maahu
for him from him to him with him

leha minha ilayha maaha
for her from her to her with her

lena minna ilayna maana
for us from us to us with us

laykum minkum ilaykum maakum
for you (pl) from you (pl) to you  (f ) with you (pl)

layhum minhum ilayhim maahum
for them from them to them with them



Direct Object Pronouns 26

Direct Object Pronouns, such as 'he helped me',  are also a matter of adding suffixes:

saa'da
he helped

saa'dani
he helped me

saa'daka
he helped you

saa'daki
he helped you (f )

saa'dahu
he helped him

saa'daha
he helped her

saa'dana
he helped us

saa'dakum
he helped you (pl)

saa'dahum
he helped them



Grammatical cases 27

Now for the fun part.

Grammatical cases are not typically used in conversation. They are used in news broadcasts, speeches, and of course the Quran.

If you are new to idea of  grammatical case, it's when a word changed depending on is it is the subject or object of the sentence.

For example, in English 'he' is the do-er (subject) of the verb, while 'him' is the object - "He helped him", not "Him helped he."

In Arabic, there are three cases: nominative, accusative, and genitive.

Nominative case is for the subject of the sentence - the do-er of the verb.

al talib
student

Al talibu yeqra' al kitaab .
The student reads the book

'Al talib' will become 'al talibu', to reflect the nominative case.

In this sentences, 'al kitaab' is the object of the verb, and will become 'al kitaaba'.

Al talibu yeqra' al kitaaba .
The student reads the book

Finally, a noun following a preposition is in generative case, and gets an 'i' sound. For example:

mektab
office

Al talibu yeqra' al kitaaba fil mektabi .
The student reads the book in the office



If the nouns are indefinite, meaning that there is no 'al' word  to mean 'the', 28
then the same thing happens but an 'n' sound is also heard.

Al talibu yeqra' al kitaaba fil mektabi .
The student reads the book in the office

Talibun yeqra' kitaaban fi mektabin .
A student reads a book in an office



Grammatical mood Indicative vs. subjunctive 29

'Edrus' means 'I study', and is in the indicative mood, because it is indicating something about reality.

In other situations. such as 'Oreed an edrus.' - 'I want that I study (I want to study') - 'edrus' is not indicating reality,
but rather something that I want or hope will become reality. This is what it means for a verb to be in the subjunctive mood.

In Arabic, verbs in the indicative mood have an 'u' sounds after them, and verbs in the subjunctive mood have an 'a'.

Like grammatical cases, this is usually only done in formal speech.

Edrus.
I study

Oreedu an edrusa .
I want that I study



Language Learning Strategy 30

Grammar is great because it gives us the tools we need to use the language effectively.

But we shouldn’t' get too caught up in analyzing grammar. At the end of the day, the true test is how well we can use the language,
not how well we can explain grammar.

The purpose of grammar should be to improve your communication skills - speaking, listening, reading, and writing.

Instead of contemplating grammar and asking 'why is it this way?', try to just use what you're learning to express yourself naturally.

Express your thoughts in a journal, and practice with an online partner or real-life friend. You'll find yourself actually needing 
the grammar and vocabulary of the language, and then you'll know what it was all about.

Let experience be your teacher.


